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Red Tiger presents: Piggy Riches 2 Megaways ™
Bring home the bacon with Piggy Riches 2 Megaways™!

Meet the larger-than-life Gentleman Pig Wild, hogging reels with wild multipliers ranging from x2 to x7. Unlock 
Hold and Respin with 3 or more Scatters. Spin the Wheel to claim Cash symbols and Saves. In this lavish bonus, 
only Cash and special symbols pig out on the reels. Experience the power of Lady Pig’s multiplying magic and 
the Piggy Bank’s lucrative breaks. Witness the strategic impact of Credit Card symbols, boosting Gentleman 
Pig and Lady Pig’s might. Strategise with Key symbols to unlock additional rows, maximising your winning 
potential. As the round unfolds, revel in the culmination of Cash, Purse, Money Bag, and Present symbols, 
promising a fortune beyond imagination. Elevate your adventure with the Feature Buy option, securing your 
ticket to pig-ture-perfect riches!

Pig out in Piggy Riches 2 Megaways™!

 • Gentleman Pig Wild, boasting multipliers from x2 to x7.

 • The Hold and Respin Bonus for a chance to snag Cash symbols and 7 features. 

 • Skip the wait with Feature Buy, diving straight into the Hold and Respin action.

HIGHLIGHTS

GENERAL INFORMATION

Volatility

Hit Frequency

Min Stake

Max Stake

5/5  (High)

5/5 (High)

€/£/$ 0.10

€/£/$ 20

Non-jackpot RTP options

With-Jackpot RTP options

90.75%, 92.72%, 94.72%, 95.68%, 95.71% 

90.14%, 90.69%, 92.71%, 94.69%

Features

Win Ways

2 (Gentleman Pig Wild, Hold and Respin)

Up to 117,649

Reels x Rows

Max Win

6 x 7 

20,000x
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GAME FEATURES

DESKTOP + MOBILE

Gentleman Pig Wild takes over reels 2, 3, 4, and 5, though never 2 and 3 together. This super 
wild packs a punch with a symbol multiplier from x2 to x7. Gentleman Pig Wild stays put until 
all chain reactions are done.

Gentleman Pig Wild

3 or more Scatters trigger the Hold and Respin bonus round. At the start the bonus round, spin 
the Wheel to win Cash symbols and Saves, both worth 2x your current stake. Cash symbols 
can be 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, or 15 in number, while Saves range from 1 to 5.  Cash symbols won 
from the Wheel are randomly placed on the reels and remain locked throughout Free Spins. 
Saves are displayed above the reels, ready to rescue your spins!

In the bonus round, only Cash symbols, special symbols, or empty symbols can land, and 
each symbol position represents a different reel. Cash symbols contain random cash prizes, 
serving as stake multipliers. These multipliers can be 1x, 2x, 3x, 5x, or 10x the current stake. 
Once Cash symbols land, they lock in place for the entire bonus round, ensuring thrilling wins! 
Any Cash symbol or special symbol landing resets the spins to 3. While Saves are available, 
if no new Cash or special symbols appear for 3 consecutive spins, a Save is used to add a 
Cash symbol to a random empty position on the reels. If there are still empty positions, the 
bonus continues with spins reset to 3. When all reel positions are filled with locked symbols, 
any remaining Saves contribute to the total bonus win.

There are 7 special symbols, similar to the non-royal symbols in the base game. However, in 
Hold and Respin, these special symbols behave differently and do not pay out as they do in 
the base game.

Gentleman Pig 
Gentleman Pig holds a Cash value, initially set at 5x the stake, displayed above the reels. 
Landing Gentleman Pig boosts the values of Cash, Money Bag, and Purse symbols on the 
reels by its current value. The value of Gentleman Pig increases in subsequent spins as follows: 
5x, 10x, 15x, 25x, 50x, 100x, and resets after the bonus round. Gentleman Pig symbols do 
not lock on the reels.

Lady Pig 
Lady Pig carries a multiplier, starting at x1 and shown above the reels. Each Lady Pig landing 
collects the values of Cash, Purse, and Money Bag symbols, leaving a Present on its spot with 
their combined value, multiplied by Lady Pig’s current multiplier. The multiplier of Lady Pig 
increases by 1 for each landing symbol, and it resets at the end of the bonus round. Presents 
left by Lady Pig remain locked on the reels throughout the bonus round.

Money Bag
The Money Bag contains a random cash value, serving as a stake multiplier. Possible multipliers 
include 30x, 50x, 75x, or 100x the current stake. When Money Bag symbols land, they 
remain locked on the reels for the entire bonus round. 

Hold and Respin 

Comment

Non-jackpot RTP Options

With-jackpot RTP Options

OSS Game Type

piggyriches2megaways 

piggyriches2megaways 

RTP

90.75%, 92.72%, 94.72%, 95.68%, 95.71% 

90.14%, 90.69%, 92.71%, 94.69%

OSS ID

piggyriches2mega 

piggyriches2mega 

About Red Tiger Jackpots
Like all Red Tiger slots, Piggy Riches 2 Megaways™ may be taken with or without Red Tiger jackpots. If a jackpot version of the base game is taken, it must be paired 
with a jackpot contribution to get the final overall RTP of the game. For example pairing the with-jackpot base game certified at 90.14% RTP and adding a 1% 
jackpot contribution gives an overall RTP of 91.14%. The RTP of the jackpot contribution itself is 100%.

Game ID

PiggyRiches2MegaWays

PiggyRiches2MegaWays

GAME IDs and RTPs

Download the full promo pack: HERE

1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 6%Jackpot Contributions

Piggy Bank
The Piggy Bank symbol carries a random cash value, serving as a stake 
multiplier of 1x, 2x, 3x, 5x, or 10x the current stake. When it lands, 
it breaks and its value spreads to adjacent positions (horizontally, 
vertically, and diagonally), either placing a Cash symbol with this 
value on empty positions or adding its value to existing Cash symbols. 
Piggy Bank symbols do not lock on the reels.

Purse 
Purse symbols collect Cash symbols on the reels, adding their values 
to the Purse until it holds at least 5. Purses lock on the reels for the 
bonus round, and if multiple Purses are present, they all collect Cash 
symbols until reaching the minimum.

Credit Cards 
Each Credit Card symbol landing boosts the current values of both 
Gentleman Pig and Lady Pig above the reels. For Gentleman Pig, 
the value increases to the next possible level, while for Lady Pig, the 
multiplier goes up by 1. If Gentleman Pig has reached its maximum 
value, Credit Cards only affect Lady Pig’s multiplier. These symbols 
do not lock on the reels.

Key 
Key symbols add an extra row atop the reels, up to a max of 7 rows. However, once 
all rows are unlocked, Key symbols cease to land. They do not lock on the reels.

If multiple special symbols land in a spin, they activate in this order: Piggy Bank, 
Credit Cards, Gentleman Pig, Lady Pig, Purse, Key. The bonus round concludes if no 
Cash or special symbols land in 3 consecutive spins after all Saves have been used, 
or if all positions on the reels are filled with locked symbols. Upon ending, the player 
receives the combined prize of all Cash, Purse, Money Bag, and Present symbols on 
the reels, along with the value of any remaining Saves.

1. Hold and Respin - 3 Scatters: Guaranteed to land 3 or more Scatters and 
enter the bonus round for 75x the stake.

2. Hold and Respin with 1 Extra Row - 4 Scatters: Guaranteed to land 4 or 
more Scatters and enter the bonus round with 1 extra row for 150x the stake.

3. Hold and Respin with 2 Extra Rows - 5 Scatters: Guaranteed to land 5 
Scatters and enter the bonus round with 2 extra rows for 350x the stake.

4. Hold and Respin with 3 Extra Rows - 6 Scatters: Guaranteed to land 6 
Scatters and enter the bonus round with 3 extra rows for 900x the stake.

Feature Buy

https://clientarea.evolution.com/red-tiger/games/piggy-riches-2-megaways

